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 With the attraction of one-stop commercial centres for shopping and leisure activities, 

and the influx of new types of activities in some places, cities witness a reduction in the 

diversity of street activities. Since the diversity of activities contributes in making the 

place and improving the environment's quality, this paper seeks to evaluate the diversity 
of commercial uses of commercial streets that attract street users, which in turn 

contributes in creating the sense of place. The paper asks what the diversity of 

commercial uses is that attracts street users and creates a sense of place. The case study 
was conducted in Nineveh Street which is identified as the main commercial street in 

Mosul City Centre. A mixed method approach is used in this study involving 330 

respondents to the survey questionnaire, 30 respondents for semi-structured interviews, 
and field observation. The results show that diversity in Nineveh Street played an 

important role in attracting street users because they get almost everything that was 

needed. Streets with diversity of commercial uses create the character of the Mosul City 
Centre and its own sense of place. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The street is a place where people sell, buy and enjoy commercial activity. It is the place to learn about 

commerce [6]. Kajtazi defined diversity as the number of different types of land use activities that exist in a 

specified area [5]. Diversity is one of the attributes of functional characteristics of urban places [11]. With the 

influx of new types of activities in some places, the degree of commercially diversity has declined [9]. 

According to [12], cities witness the reducing of diversity in street activities due to the attraction of one-stop 

commercial centres for shopping and leisure activities. Since the notion of ‘‘quality’’ in the built environment is 

routinely measured on the basis of variety, choice and interest in all aspects of diversity [9], sense of place is 

defined in this paper as the qualities that differentiate between one street to another [7]. Since diversity of 

activities is one of the required elements for place-making and improving the environment's quality [8], this 

paper attempts to evaluate the diversity or mixed uses of commercial uses that relate to a sense of place in the 

Mosul City Centre. 

 

Methodology: 

This paper has adopted mixed methods, quantitative and qualitative techniques. The study uses the 

triangulation approach method that means combining quantitative and qualitative methods [3]. In this paper, 

data is gathered quantitatively through a closed-ended questionnaire survey method, while qualitatively by using 

two methods, namely: semi-structured interviews and direct observation supported by photos. Specifically, 330 

questionnaire surveys were used based on 5.5% sampling error at 95% confidence level, which are employed by 

many researchers such as [4], [10]. Besides that, 30 respondents are used for semi-structured interviews. This 

study uses non-probability sampling whereas the researcher chooses the sample based on who they think would 

be appropriate for the study. Based on previous researches used, this study identified two types of street users, 

static and mobile users. The static users comprised of ship-owners, shopkeepers, vendors, office workers, 

residents, and students. The mobile users comprised of shoppers and visitors [4]. 
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The Choice of Case Study: 

''Nineveh Street'' is selected as a case study, which is one of the main commercial streets in Mosul City 

Centre, Iraq (see Figure 1). This street is chosen based on its location within the main commercial/ shopping 

district of the city [1], [2], [3],  as well as its location in the core of Mosul city within diversity of activities [2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Case Study, Source: http://www.ditgulf.com/projects/almayarwebsite/ar/images/map_iraq.jpg, 

     and Google earth. 

 

Analysis: 

According to the conducted data, Nineveh Street plays a very important role in the diversity of commercial 

use. Approximately all respondents preferred to do shopping on this street. They preferred the shops along the 

street, especially the ready-made garment shops, kid game shops, and Al-Maydan area at (73%), (41%), and 

(32%) respectively (see Figure 2). It was also observed that Nineveh Street had many shops which specialize in 

selling certain goods such as pesticide and plant seeds shops, kids games shops, eyeglasses shops, goldsmith 

shops, pharmacies, and etc. People can find everything that comes to their mind as illustrated by Respondent 

25's comments. 

 

“This street looks like an outdoor and open supermarket. You can find anything which comes to your mind”: 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Preferred shops for shopping, Source: Field survey, 2013 

 

It was also observed that there are more than 40 types of shops that are specialized in selling certain types 

of goods or products along the street (see Figure 3). To identify this diversity, Nineveh Street is divided into 

four parts. It was obvious that some types of shops appear in certain parts than others. It is clear that part 1, 2, 

and 3 can largely attract people, especially women, because availability of women and children accessories like 

clothes, shoes, bags and goldsmith shops, while part 4 contains restaurants, fast foods, foodstuffs, and pesticide 

and plants seeds. This is evidence of the existence of specialty shops that gives multi-choices to people for 

shopping at Nineveh Street. 

Multiple choices, and cheap and affordable prices were the most two striking features that encourage 

respondents to do shopping in the street. They are mentioned as 34% and 25% respectively by the respondents. 

Besides that, the strategic location of the street was the third reason mentioned by 13%of the respondents. The 

location of Nineveh Street is unique because it leads to all the surrounding streets through its junctions and 

alleys as illustrated by Respondent 4's answers why he prefers to do shopping at this street. 
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Fig. 3: Diversity of shops and goods on the street 

 

''In fact, I prefer to do shopping at this street because it connects all the surrounding streets. I can enter and exit 

to and from the street from all directions: 
The fourth reason was the quality of goods which is mentioned by (30%) of the respondents. In fact, some 

goods were identified by the interviewees by their qualities such as the quality of fish, the quality of gold, the 

quality of seasonings' shops and etc. 

 

Summary: 

With the high degree of diversity and choices that are agreed on by the majority of the respondents, this 

paper concludes that Nineveh Street is located within the prime mixed-used areas in Mosul City Centre. Its 

diversity played an important role in attracting street users because they get almost everything that was needed.  

With the quality of diversity, Nineveh Street has become unique. All parts of the street, especially Al-Maydan 

area, produce a variety of goods as well as the specialized shops that sell certain goods like eyeglasses shops, 

goldsmith shops, fish shops, and etc. This diversity represents one of the significant key factors in attracting 

people to use streets, which can improve the environment's quality. This street with its diversity of commercial 

uses creates the character of Mosul City Centre and its own sense of place. 
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